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Asbestos Survey Report 
AL Tech Specialty Steel Site, NYSDEC Site No. 9-07-022 

Work Assignment No. D004442-06 
 
The following provides information from the asbestos survey conducted on August 10 and 
September 20, 2007, for the remaining portion of the AL Tech Specialty Steel plant on Lucas 
Avenue in Dunkirk, New York.  The survey report itself, including the photograph figures 
referenced in Table 1 below, is provided as Appendix A, entitled Pre-Demolition Survey for 
Asbestos-Containing Materials for the AL Tech Specialty Steel Site Lucas Avenue Plan, Dunkirk, 
New York.  The survey report indicates a mix of friable and non-friable asbestos-containing 
materials (ACM), with extensive ACM in the roofing.  Some materials have fallen off and should 
be removed along with other on-site wastes (e.g., drummed solids and liquids, pooled liquids, 
and miscellaneous debris) as part of a gross removal project. 
 
Table 1 summarizes the types and quantities of ACM found during this survey. 
 

Table 1 Summer 2007 Asbestos Survey Results 
Item Photo 

Fig. 
No.  

Sample 
Y6187.01- 

Type, Count, or 
Dimensions 

Location Qty Unit 

1 Miscellaneous black gaskets 21 4  Throughout 
building 

15 ea 

2 Black control panels for 
electrical switchboards and 
equipment controls 

26 6  
4' x 6' 

West 
Production 
Area 

16 ea 

3 Black control panels for 
electrical switchboards and 
equipment controls 

22 6  
2 1/2' x 6' 

West 
Production 
Area 

1 ea 

4 Black control panels for 
electrical switchboards and 
equipment controls 

23, 24 6  
2' x 4' 

West 
Production 
Area 

6 ea 

5 Black control panels for 
electrical switchboards and 
equipment controls 

26 6  
2' x 5' 

West 
Production 
Area 

6 ea 

6 Black control panels for 
electrical switchboards and 
equipment controls 

- 6 2' x 8'  
and misc. smaller 

West 
Production 
Area 

3 ea 

7 Black control panels for 
electrical switchboards and 
equipment controls 

- 6  
6' x 6' 

East 
Production 
Area 

2 ea 

8 Wire insulation attached to 
the black control panels 

24 7  West 
Production 
Area 

1 LS 

9 Transite insulators 
associated with electrical 
switch boards and other 
equipment 

16, 
17, 
22, 
23, 

5  West & East 
Production 

Areas 

2 LS 

10 Miscellaneous pieces of 
transite 

25 5  West 
Production 
Area 

40 sf 

11 Miscellaneous pieces of 
transite 

17 5    East 
Production 
Area 

6 sf 



 

Item Photo 
Fig. 
No.  

Sample 
Y6187.01- 

Type, Count, or 
Dimensions 

Location Qty Unit 

12 Roofing material 30 10    West 
Production 
Area 

65,900 sf 

13 Roofing material along edge 
of roof 

- 14    East 
Production 
Area 

530 lf 

14 Roofing material -flat roofs 
on south side 

32 16    East 
Production 
Area 

1,800 sf 

15 Transite corrugated roofing 31 15    East 
Production 
Area 

12,900 sf 

16 Gray flashing sealant - flat 
roof on northeast side 

32 18    East 
Production 
Area 

40 lf 

17 Black/gray sealant on 
seams of metal flashing - 
pitched section 

38 19    East 
Production 
Area 

20 lf 

18 Miscellaneous (loose) rope 
gasket on top of the wire 
cage 

12 -    East 
Production 
Area 

1 roll 

 
Tables 2 and 3 present data from previous asbestos surveys at the site. 
 

Table 2 
Window Glazing with ACM Identified by previous testing as part of site investigations performed 

by Paradigm Environmental Services (for Benchmark) in 2000 and Watts in 2005 

Item 
Window 
openings 

Panes/ 
opening 

LF/ 
pane Location Qty Unit 

101 Window glazing compound 
associated with the metal 
windows around perimeter 
of building 

101 30 5 West 
Production 
Area 

15,150 lf 

102 Window glazing compound 
associated with the metal 
windows around perimeter 
of building 

79 30 5 East 
Production 
Area 

11,850 lf 

103 Window glazing compound 
associated with the metal 
windows around perimeter 
of building 

16 30 5 East Pickling 
Area 

2,400 lf 

104 Window glazing compound 
associated with the metal 
windows around perimeter 
of building 

5 9 5 East Pickling 
Area 

225 lf 

105 Window glazing compound 
associated with the metal 
clerestory windows 

40 2 5 West 
Production 
Area 

400 sf 

106 Window glazing compound 
associated with the metal 
clerestory windows 

98 2 6 East 
Production 
Area 

1,176 sf 



 

Item 
Window 
openings 

Panes/ 
opening 

LF/ 
pane Location Qty Unit 

107 Window glazing compound 
associated with the metal 
clerestory windows 

212 2 5 East 
Production 
Area 

2,120 sf 

 
 

Table 3 
Other ACM Identified by Previous Testing as Part of Site Investigations Performed by Paradigm 

Environmental Services (for Benchmark) in 2000 and Watts in 2005 
Item Location Qty Unit 

108 Pipe insulation throughout building   Throughout building 2,100 lf 

109 Tank insulation    East Production Area 10 sf 

110 Brown 12" x 12" floor tile    East Production Area 200 sf 

111 Brown and rust 9" x 9" floor tile (2 different tiles) in 
offices 

East Production Area 1,000 sf 

112 Tan linoleum in offices    East Production Area 300 sf 

113 Black floor tile mastic    East Production Area 1,200 sf 

114 Brown breeching insulation    East Pickling Area 20 sf 
115 Black insulation    West Production Area 600 sf 

116 Transite siding and roofing on the 
exterior 

  West Production Area 7,500 sf 

 
It should be noted that the Paradigm study (2000) had noted the presence of about 2,100 linear 
feet (LF) of air cell-type ACM pipe wrap throughout the plant, as indicated in Table 3.  
Corrugated pipe insulation in the East Production Area that appeared to be slightly different from 
the air cell type pipe wrap noted in the Paradigm report (and which may or may not have been 
included in Paradigm’s 2,100 LF quantity estimate) was found during the present sampling effort 
to contain asbestos (see results for sample no. Y6187.01-8).  This material is believed to be 
included in the Paradigm estimate of pipe wrap quantity and was reconfirmed by Watts during 
the 2007 re-survey report.  Although demolition of the western portion of the Lucas Avenue plant 
occurred in 2006, this demolition did not include areas where ACM pipe wrap was noted.  The 
quantities noted in Tables 1, 2, and 3 above are, therefore, applicable to the current state of the 
building. 
 
Regarding the use of the report, per our discussion at the project site on September 20, 2007, a 
number of items are relevant when making a decision regarding how to proceed with asbestos 
abatement for this site: 
 

1. As required by Industrial Code Rule (ICR) 56, Subpart 56-5.1 (g) – Transmittal of 
Building/Structure Asbestos Survey Information, when and if a decision to demolish 
the building is made, the asbestos survey should be immediately transmitted by the 
building owner to:   

a. The local government entity issuing a permit for such demolition under state and local 
laws; 



 

b. The appropriate Asbestos Control Bureau district office for controlled demolition and 
pre-demolition asbestos projects; and  

c. The contractor (asbestos) along with any asbestos notifications and requested 
variances throughout the duration of the asbestos project and building demolition. 

 
Abatement of the roofing materials in particular may not be practical unless the building can be 
condemned as structurally unsound under the provisions of ICR 56, Section 56.11.5, Controlled 
Demolition with Asbestos in Place, which states, “a building/structure may be demolished with 
asbestos material in place… when it has been… ruled structurally unsafe by a licensed 
Professional Engineer, Registered Architect, Building Inspector, Fire Inspector or other official 
of competent jurisdiction.” 
 
Additional relevant sections from ICR 56 are shown below in italics: 

 56-11.4 – Pre-Demolition Asbestos Abatement Projects – Some relief from the prep and 
final cleaning regulations.  

 
 56-11.5 – Controlled Demolition with Asbestos in Place - The project is always deemed 

a large project and subject to all the fees. The facility needs to be condemned and the 
following control procedures must be performed: 

• The entire demolition area is the regulated work area. Control barriers and 
signage need to be installed; 

• Single controlled egress and exit; 
• Decontamination areas to be located with the controlled demolition areas; 
• All equipment in the controlled demolition area must be decontaminated for 

further scrapping operations; 
• No dry disturbance or removal is permitted; 
• All debris generated by the demolition is considered regulation ACM, except 

structural members, steel components and similar non suspect items shall be fully 
decontaminated; 

• Demolition waste to be wetted on a continuous basis; and 
• All project wastewater to be controlled and collected. 

.  
 56-11.6 – Exterior Project Removal of Non-friable ACM Roofing, Siding, Caulking, 

Glazing Compound, Transite, Tars, Sealers, Coatings, Other NOB ACMs -  The 
following control procedures are noted: 

• Separate areas can be abated in the facility without establishing the whole facility 
as the regulated work area; 

• Decon station can be remote, but within 50 feet of the building entrance; 
• Individual work areas must be set up as regulated areas per the requirements 

(barriers, etc.); 
• Critical barriers on exterior openings for ACM roof removals;  
• Removal requires wet methods; 
• Simpler cleanup procedures; and 
• Final clearance requires only one stage of cleaning and no encapsulation or 

lockdown is required. 
 



 

 56-11.8 – Abandoned Pipe / Duct / Conduit Wrap and Cut Removals.  The following 
control procedures are required:  

• For exterior pipe removal, a remote personal decontamination station is allowed; 
• ACM must be intact (good condition); 
• Critical and isolation barrier required on all regulated abatement work areas; 
• Single stage cleanup (final) is performed; and 
• All items must be wrapped in 2- – 6-mil layers of poly and made air-tight with 

duct tape. 
 
While each sub-part has benefits for the project, some cost analysis should be performed along 
with the quantities to evaluate the best approach. 
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